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Braided block-strand (BBS) diagrams

Theorem- Let D be a BBS diagram of braid index n.  Then there
exists infinitely many closed n-braids that D does not carry.
(Birman-M 2006)
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Back to BBS diagrams.  Their initial use comes from the MTWS.













How well behaved is the Dehornoy floor with
changes in braid index?

We have an example of Malyutin & Netsvetaev

Dehornoy's Ordering on the braid group and braid moves, St. Petersbug Math. J. 2004. Figure 2.  
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We have an example of Malyutin & Netsvetaev

Dehornoy's Ordering on the braid group and braid moves, St. Petersbug Math. J. 2004. Figure 2.  

5-braid axis

4-braid axis

5-braid does not admit a destabilization, exchange move or flype



The Malyutin-Netsvetaev example is part of a larger class of examples
that was noticed by H. Matsuda.  Let's rethink the braid preserving flype.

Figure by H. Matsuda.
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The Hopf link



The Hopf link

positive (1)-Morton double















Two positive Morton doubling of Hopf link.















The suspension transverse train track
(which is just a circle) for the Hopf link
 gives us the branched surface.
In this case the branched
surface corresponds to the peripheral
torus for A and Z.

The suspension transverse train track
 for the (1)-Morton double gives us the
 branched surface.
In this case the branched
surface is the union of the peripheral
tori for A and Z.



The dual foliation comes from the
intersection of the branched surface
 with the two braid fibrations for the
(A,Z) pair.











The black dots where the link
L is intersecting the foliated
disc fibers. As we push forward
in the braid fibration we will
see these dots move around in
the disc fiber always positively
transverse to the foliation of
the fiber.

We can use the leaves of the
foliation to project the link
L onto the train track and, thus,
the branched surface.



In the cyclic movie that runs
as we move forward in the
fibrations associated with either
A or Z will will see the black
dots of L race around the
oriented train track in the
positive direction.  A crossing
of the projection onto the
branched surface occurs
whenever one dot passes
other.
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